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PoT Cargo Services: Mount Wharf

• Most containers (approx. 220,000 per year) unloaded at the 
Sulphur Point wharf

• Very few containers unloaded on the Mount side – generally only 
those carried as deck cargo – typically 10 to 20 containers per ship

• MPI prescribe the quantities of containers inspected
• Risk-based approach depending on the source location
• For example, all containers from Papua New Guinea or Vanuatu 

will undergo a six-sided, and internal inspection
• From low-risk locations, 10 to 20% of containers are inspected.  If 

clean, a release may be given for remaining containers



Cleaning the underside  Waste frozen then taken to Hampton Downs



Vehicles thoroughly inspected



ContainerCo NZL
• Operate the Waimarie Street container park 

• Manage approx. 10,000 containers per month

• All containers treated as potentially contaminated

• Almost all containers undergo a six-sided and internal inspection before 
dispatch

• A small number of containers go from ship to packhouse – but must have 
passed the MPI prescribed inspection/clean threshold (10%)

• All deck cargo containers steam cleaned and vacuumed

• Repairs e.g. broken seals – fixed/replaced



SCS:  Specialised Container Services

• Based at Sulphur Point

• SCS inspect approx. 6,000 containers per month

• MPI inspect 5 to 10% of containers and specify cleaning procedure

• Every deck cargo container is washed

• Have SOPs for MPI surveys; internal wash (26 pp); underside wash (21 
pp); roof and exterior wash (23pp)







Occasional detections

• Giant African Snail

• Cane toads

• Snakes

• Ants

• Geckos

• Dead BMSB  



MPI Surveillance Update 
June 2018

Brown Marmorated Stink bugs 

There were eight post-border detections of BMSB during 
this quarter, all confirmed by PHEL entomologists, and 
control measures were applied. 

The first occurred at a container facility in Auckland, 
where an adult flew into a fork lift and was caught by the 
driver, who reported it to MPI. The specimen was an 
unmated, non-reproductive female. 



Over 90 known biosecurity threats to kiwifruit






